Erratum

In Lee YC, Hung SY, Wang HK, Lin CW, Wang HH, Chen SW, Chang MY, Ho LC, Chen YT, Liou HH, Tsai TC, Tseng SH, Wang WM, Lin SH, Chiou YY. Sleep apnea and the risk of chronic kidney disease: a nationwide population-based cohort study. SLEEP 2015;38(2):213–221 the authors discovered an error in Supplemental Figures S1 and S2. The corrections for this are as follows.

On page 218 the sentence that begins in the 5th line from the bottom of the right hand column and continues on to page 219 should read:

For example, when all patients non-SA had the add-on residual confounder (prevalence of the unmeasured confounder is 1.0) and none of the patients in the SA group had this residual confounder (prevalence of the unmeasured confounder is 0.0), the effect of SA would be a risk for CKD (HR = 4.8, the top line in Figure S1).

Corrected Figures S1 and S2 are:
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